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In this article, we describe techniques for doing probabilistic inference in parallel and evaluate their effectiveness. We found that parallel probabilistic inference presents interesting tradeoffs between load balance (how well computations are distributed among processors) and data locality (how well data is distributed among these computations to minimize access time). These factors are key tlo successful parallel applic(ations, yet are difficult to optimize simultaneously. We attempted to find a good tradeoff between them bywriting two pacallel programs, each ofwhich exploits different forms of the parallelism available in probabilistic inference. The static program uses static task partitioning but exploits only one form of the available concurrency; the dynamic program uses dynamic task partitioning and exploits more of the available concurrency.
We tested both programs on a 32-processor Stanford Dash and a 16-processor SGI Challenge XL. We first used six medium belief networks (which are often used in probabilistic inference) as input to evaluate the programs. In a series of subsequent experiments, we analyzed the performance and characteristics of the two programs more deeply ito see how computation time was used and how data locality affected performance. Finally, we tested the programs on a large practical belief network.
In the tests with the six networks, tlhe simpler static program, which maximizes data locality, substantially outperformed the more complex dynamic program, yielding speedups of up to 30 on the Dash-even superlinear for one network-and up to 15 on the Challenge XL. All speedups are measured with respect to a sequential program that we carefully optimized, enhancing both the algorithm itself and the organization of the data structures. This optimization enhanced performance tremendously for the sequential program. The speedups reported here are with respect to this optimized program and are thus due directly to the exploitation of parallelism.
In the test with the large practical network, we obtained a speedup of 13 with the static program running on the Challenge XL. Much of the speedup in both this test and the te:jts with the six belief networks came from careful attention to data management and locality, which is essential in a data-intensive application like probabilistic inference.
Our results suggest that with careful programming and exploitation of parallelism, good performance is possible on midscale machines for networks previously considered challenging. This may also open up the use of probabilistic inference for time-critical applications as well as for large-scale applications such as medical diagnosis with hundreds of interdependent variables.
WHAT IS PROBABILISTIC INFERENCE?
Probabilistic inference is used in decision-support systems to reason about the probabilities of events. It answers a question about event probabilities given information about other events. The user submits evidence about certain observed events (such as medical test results or patient biographical information) as well as a query about the resulting probabilities of other events (such as the probability of a certain disease). On the basis of the query results, the user can make an informed decision (such as choosing the most effective medical treatment).
The events and the dependencies among them are usually represented by a directed acyclic graph, or beliefnetwork. Nodes in a belief network denote events. Edges denote the dependencies between events. Each node has a finite number of values, which corresponds to the number of possible outcomes of that event (for example, a symptom may be present or not present). The information about events and the dependencies among their outcomes is expressed as conditionalprobabi~ities. Probabilistic inference is often represented as the propagation of evidence from the evidence nodes, the nodes representing the observed events, to the query node, the node representing the event under query.
Algorithm
Figure l a shows the Asia network, an illustrative belief network. Node F, Smoking, is the parent of nodes E and G, Lung cancer and Bronchitis, which means that smoking can affect the probability of having lung cancer and bronchitis. On the other hand, smoking is not likely to directly affect a visit to Asia, so node A is not connected to node F.
Each node takes on a set of values (herefake or true) with probabilities that depend on the values taken by its parents. Associated with each node is a conditional probability, which describes the probability that the node takes each of its values given a combination ofvalues for its parents. A four-value node with two parents taking avalue of 5 and 6, respectively, needs up to 4 x 5 x 6, or 120, numbers to describe its conditional probability distribution. evaluate specific queries. Suppose you want to know the probability that a person will have bronchitis if he smokes and has visited Asia. Bronchitis is then the query node; Smoking and Visit to Asia are evidence nodes. You want the probability distribution over the query node's set of values (the probability of the Bronchitis being present or absent in the patient) given information about the states (values) of one or several evidence nodes (that the person smokes and visited Asia).
Probabilistic inference can be expressed as a summation over thejointprobability distribution of all the events in the network. The joint probability distribution assigns a probability to each possible combination of values for all the nodes and is computed as the product of all conditional probabilities in a network. A belief network is thus just a convenient representation of the joint probability distribution. To evaluate a query, you sum the joint probability distribution over all the variables on which the joint probability distribution depends except the variable associated with the query node (the evidence nodes are instantiated to their knownvalue with a probability of 1). The result is theprobabilitydistribution over the set ofvalues for the query node (the numbers must be multiplied by a constant factor so that all probabilities sum to one). You can then use this result to predict an outcome and optimize decision making.
Given a network with conditional probab
The summation over the joint probability distribution can be accelerated if it is done in a certain order. Although finding the optimal ordering is computationally expensive (NP-hard), several efficient algorithms give an ordering that is very close to optimal. In one, the nodes in the original network are divided into groups (with some node replication) in such a way that the dependencies across groups form a tree network. A group is historically called a clique and the tree of cliques is called a join tree. The joint probability distribution is then represented as the product of the probability distributions of the cliques. Propagating inference (summing over the cliques) in a tree is easy, so the computational cost depends on the size and structure of the cliques themselves.
The conditional probability distribution of a clique is called the clique's potentials and is represented as a multidimensional array. The join tree for a belief network is built once, before the first propagation, and is then reused for subsequent queries.
Computational complexity
To perform inference in a join tree, the cliques compute and pass messages to each other. When one clique computes a message entry for another, its potentials array entries are multiplied by the entries in incoming messages from a few neighbors and then summed to form a message to the remaining neighbors. The computations per array entry in this calculation involve only a few operations-typically fewer than 10 multiplications or summations per real number. The computational complexity comes from the size of the potentials arrays. The state space for a clique's potentials is the direct product of the state spaces for each node in that clique, so the number of potentials per clique grows exponentially with the number of nodes in it. As the number of potentials per clique increases, so does the number of operations needed for probabilistic inference, which is NP-hard in general.
The sizes of the cliques depend on the density of interconnections and the structure of the original belief network. Because the computational complexity is linear with only a small constant in the amount of data accessed, the goal in speeding up probabilistic inference is to effectively manage the data, maximizing data locality, in a way that is sensitive to the underlying system architecture.
PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATIONS
Before we wrote the two parallel programs, we first optimized the sequential probabilistic inference algorithm we obtained for our research. We reduced redundant calculations (at the cost of some storage) whenever feasible and increased the code's data locality. In particular, we optimized the computation and reuse of array indices (which determine what messages should update what potentials) and enhanced spatial data locality by organizing data structures appropriately. The optimizations themselves sped up the original probabilistic inference research code by up to a factor of 100 for some networks. All comparisons to "the sequential program" are to this optimized program unless otherwise noted.
Platforms
Both the Dash and Challenge XL support a cache-coherent shared address space, which grieatly simplifies parallel programming for applications with irregular data access patterns1x2 (such as probabilistic inference).
DASH. The Dash3 machine we used has 32 processors (33-MHz clock speed) organized in eight clusters (the prototype has 64 processors in 16 clusters, but it is divided into separate machines in practice). A cluster comprises four MIPS R3000 processors and 32 Mbytes of local memory connected by a cache-coherent shared bus. That is, memory is logically shared but physically distributed among clusters. Clusters are interconnected in a mesh network. Every processor has a 64-Kbyte first-level cache memory (the level closest to the processor) and a 256-Kbyte second-level cache. A distributed, directorybased protocol keeps the caches coherent across clusters.
Acache miss occurs when the processor tries to access data that isn't in the cache in an appropriate state. A read miss in the first-level cache that is satisfied in the second-level cache stalls the processor for 12 processor clock cycles. A miss in the second-level cache satisfied in the local cluster's memory-a local miss-results in a stall time of 29 cycles. Finally, if the miss is satisfied in a remote cluster, the processor may stall for 100 or more cycles, depending on the location of the data, the state of the directory, and contention. This ILS a remote miss.
Without contention, the ratio of the cost of a remote miss to that of a local miss is 100:29-a ratio that holds for modern cache-coherent machines (such as the SGI Origin 2000). Because local misses aire so much less expensive, the goal should be to reduce intercluster communication and to distribute data in physical memories. If misses in the cache are frequent, they are then kept local.
CHALLENGE XL. The Challenge XL has faster processors than the Dash, but it has a centralized, 1,024-Mbyte main memory. Its 16 MIPS R4400 processors have a clock speed of 100 MHz and are connected by a shared bus. A snoopy bus protocol keeps caches coherent. The cache lines are larger than those on the Dash (128 bytes as opposed to 16 bytes), but its first-level caches are smaller (16 Kbytes as opposed to 64 Kbytes) and its second-level caches are larger (1 Mbyte as opposed to 256 Kbytes). Because of the bus interconnection, the difference between memory latency due to a second-level cache miss satisfied in the main memory and one satisfied in one of the other processor caches is not large (100 versus 130 processor cycles without contention:,. There are no remote misses, data distribution is not an issue, and interprocessor communication is not much more expensive than capacity misses (misses that are due to data being replaced December 1996 from a finite capacity cache). Managing data locality is therefore easier on this machine. Table 1 lists the parameters of the six belief networks we used in our performance evaluations, excluding the medical network (which we describe later). All the networks except network AA fit in the memory of a single Dash cluster, which makes it easier to compare parallel speedups. These networks are therefore quite small, but as we describe later, small networks make it more challenging to obtain good speedups.
Networks
The first four networks-AA, A, B, and C-are randomly generated. That is, we first built a completely interconnected graph of a given number of nodes and then removed edges randomly until it had a required number of edges. The inference time for these randomly generated networks was from 5 to 260 seconds with the sequential 
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program; globalmemoryrequirements were from 8 to 164 Mbytes. We wanted to include randomly generated networks because it is more difficult to exploit data locality in such networks.
We built the remaining two networks to resemble networks that are often used in practice. TL8 is a two-layer network with eight four-value nodes in the first layer and eight four-value nodes in the second layer. Each node in the second layer has all eight nodes in the first layer as its parents. Two-layer networks are often used in diagnosis problems, such as medical diagnosis in which one layer consists of diseases and the other of findings.
MC8 is a Markov-chain network consisting of 16 fourvalue nodes. Eachnode conditionally depends on up to eight of its predecessors. The join trees for TL8 and MC8 consist of eight cliques, eachwith nine nodes, requiring 262,144 potentials per clique (2 Mbytes of RAM per clique when represented by double-precision numbers). While the join tree for MC8 is a linear chain of eight cliques, the join tree for TL8 can be represented as a tree with seven branches.
Exploiting parallelism
In probabilistic inference, two types of parallelism are available: In-clique parallelism exploits the independence of computations associated with different entries in a given potentials or message array. Topologicalparallelism exploits the independence of computations in the join tree's branches. Computations for cliques that do not have an ancestor-descendant relationship can be done in parallel.
The static and dynamic programs use the available parallelism in different ways:
Static program. This program uses in-clique parallelism alone. The workload is assigned statically among processors, aiming for a balanced load. Static assignment means that once the input description is known, it is predetermined which processes will performwhich tasks, and this is not subject to change at runtime. With static assignment, the overhead for runtime task management is low and there is better control over data locality. * Dynamic program. This program uses both forms of parallelism, starting with topological parallelism. A balanced partitioning for topological parallelism is much harder to compute, so this program uses a dynamic task assignment similar to task queues. The work for a clique is divided into many pieces or tasks. These tasks are initially assigned to processors, giving whole topologically independent cliques as far as possible. As processors become idle, they steal tasks from other processors and compute the associated messages or potentials. Besides degrading data locality, stealing adds overhead, so synchronization time now includes both the time spent waiting at synchronization points and the time spent on the computations needed to steal tasks.
To understand how the two programs work, consider the Asia network example. Figure 2 shows the data dependencies of different computations for the evaluation of R("Dyspnea"), the probability of getting dyspnea. The ovals represent messages between the cliques in Figure l b (not the cliques themselves). A message consists of numbers, each ofwhich requires a computation. The computation for a message entry reads several potentials array entries from the source clique and updates several potentials array entries in the destination clique. In the message labels in Figure 2 , the number to the left of the right-pointing arrow is the source clique; the number to the right of the arrow is the destination clique.
Each solid circle and square (both black and gray) in Figure 2 represent the computation associated with a message entry. (We explain the difference between squares and circles later.) A line represents a data dependence between message computations: Computations connected by a line cannot be done on two processors without proper synchronization. For example, when clique 1 sends the numbers in message 1 + 2 to clique 2, all the computations associated with the message 2 + 3 depend on the computations associated with these numbers, through the clique potentials they both access (we do not show the dependencies between the 1 + 2 and 4 + 2 messages or between the 2 + 3 and 5 + 3 messages, for simplicity).
Although processors can compute different entries in the message between two cliques independently (they do not update the same entries in the destination potentials array), processors must communicate data whenever they perform computations that are connected by a dependence line in different messages.
STATIC PROGRAM. You can reduce this interprocessor
communication by assigning processors to the entries in the messages in such a way that the processors' paths through the edges in the join tree are disjoint. In Figure 2 , for example, there is no communication between two processors on the path 4 -+ 2 -+ 3 -+ 6 if the first half of each message array along the path is assigned to one processor (blackcircles) and the second half to the second processor (black squares). (Gray circles represent the computations outside this path.) Array entries are arranged so that adjacent entries in the message array tend to access similar adjacent entries from the source potential array. This enhances spatial locality in accesses to both arrays.
To compute the message 5 + 3, for example, you can divide it between two processors, assigning the first pair of the message array entries to one processor and the second pair to the other, or between four processors, assigning one message array entry to each processor. If there are fewer message entries than processors, you can further subdivide the computations for a message array entry among subsets of processors based on the indices to the potentials arrays that they read and update.
A processor's computation proceeds along linear paths in the join tree, updating the clique potentials on its way. When a message, for example 2 -3 3, is completed, all processors wait for each other at a global synchronization point (a barrier) and then continue computing the next message (5 + 3 ) . After another barrier, all processors continue working on the message 3 + 6. Because the processors immediately reuse the potentials of clique 3 and because of the way array entries are ordered, temporal data locality is enhanced. DYNAMIC PROGRAM. In small cliques, the amount of in-clique parallelism might be limited, so theoretically certain networks may not perform we 11 with in-clique parallelism alone. This was the impetus for the dynamic p~o g r a m .~ Processors start compuitation from different leaves of the join tree and continue to workup to the root, merging results and maintaining local synchronization as necessary. For example, the entine message 1 + 2 might be computed by one processor and the message 4 + 2 by another. Processors need to be synchronized onlywhen they reach a common ancestor and there is no need for global synchronization as in the static program. The first step in exploiting topological parallelism is to assign entire leaves evenly to individual processors; if this is not possible, some processors share leaves by dividing their tasks among them. When a processor blecomes idle, it steals work (a chunk of message entries) from other processors, using index manipulation rather than explicit task queues to reduce the overhead oft ask management.
If entire independent subtrees are assigned to processors, the dynamic approach eliminates communication and preserves data locality even more easily than the static approach. However, because each clique is assigned to a different processor, eventually two or more processors are likely to update and/or access the same parent clique during their traversal. At this poini they must communicate large amounp of data to the parent. Data locality is also compromised during task stealing.
Nevertheless, the dynamic program does try to preserve data locality as much as possible. First, it allocates clique data in the local memories of the processors to which they are initially assigned. :Second, as far as possible a processor steals work from another processor that works on a clique in the same branch of the join tree. This ensures that a group of processors 11s likely to workon the same subtree. Finally, while a processor chooses message (or potentials) entries from the front of its assigned set, XL for t h e static and dynamic programs for all six belief networks and (c) t h e breakdown of t h e computation t i m e on t h e Dash for t h e sequential program and t h e static and dynamic programs for t h e A, C, TL8, and MC8 networks. In (c), busy-useful is t h e t i m e t h e sequent i a l program would spend executing instructions as well. Busyoverhead is t h e extra instructions executed in both t h e static and dynamic programs. For t h e static scheme, synchronization t i m e is t h e t i m e spent waiting a t synchronization points. For t h e dynamic scheme, it includes t h e t i m e spent on t h e computations needed to steal tasks. The memory t i m e is t h e t i m e t h e processors spend in memory-access stalls.
other processors steal messages from the end of the set, thus reducing the false sharing of cache lines. Overall, this program exploits more of the available concurrency, reduces global synchronization, and has the potential for better load balance. However, depending on the network structure, it can greatly compromise communication and data locality. Fortunately, real networks tend to be quite well structured.
Overall speedup results
Figures 3a and 3b show the parallel speedups on the Dash and Challenge XL. The speedups depend on the size and topology of the network and are generally better for larger networks with larger cliques (we explain the superlinear speedup for the AA network later). They are uniformly better for the static program than for the dynamic. For the static program, the results are better for structured networks (TL8 and MC8) than for the Kandomly generated ones (AA, A, B, and C).
ADDITIONAL EVALUATIONS
We conducted several analyses and additional experiments that gave us more insight into the performance of the two approaches:
We used software-profiling tools to analyze the major source of performance overhead. * We conducted two experiments to further evaluate the effect of data locality and data management on performance. * Using simulation tools, we analyzed the spatial and temporal data localityproperties of the static program to uderstand the implications for other parallel systems and belief networks. * We ran the static program on the CPCS (Computer-based Patient Case Study) network, a medical diagnosis network.
Understanding performance
To clearly understand why we obtained the results of the parallel implementations, weused the p i x i e and p r o f softwareprofiling tools to measure how the processors spent their time. Figure 3c shows the breakdown. The major difference in parallel performance in all cases is time spent on memory stalls. The static program reduced communication and exploited data locality at all levels much more effectively than the dynamic program, especially for large cliques and well-structured dependencies. The dynamic program may be better suited to networks with small cliques, since it exploits parallelism across the cliques, but such networks are typically not computationally expensive enough to need parallelism. Expensive networks have large cliques, which are well-suited to the static scheme.
Data locality and data management
In the first experiment, we did not order the entries in the potentials arrays to preserve locality (as just described) but left them as they were in the unoptimized sequential program. As Figure 4a shows, this not only increased uniprocessor execution time by about 30 to 40 percent, it also degraded multiprocessor ipeedups by almost half.
In the second experiment, we examined the effect of data distribution across main memories on the Dash, a distributedmemory machine. In part because of the way we ordered message entries, our programs place pages so that most of a processor's cache misses are satisfied in its local memory. Figure 4b compares this page placement strategy with random page placement. As the figure shows, random placement also degraded performance by about half for the static program. The effect is much less pronouhced for the dynamic version because there is less data locality and task stealing is unpredictable.
The page placement is the primary reason for the AA network's superlinear speedup on the Dash (see Figure 3a) . The sequential program generates data structures that do not fit into a single cluster memory, causing many remote misses. The static program, on the other hand, uses mostly local memory beyond a certain number of clusters, resulting in fewer remote misses. The reduction in memory stall time from 202 seconds to 160 seconds outweighs the extra 25 seconds spent on synchronization for the Dash execution, resulting in superlinear speedup. 
Data locality trends
To further analyze the effects of data locality and understand the implications for memory system design, we simulated a cache-coherent multiprocessor with a distributed, shared address space and a directory-based cache-coherence protoc01.~ The simulated multiprocessor is like the Dash but has only one processor per cluster. We measured both temporal locality (a processor's tendency to access memory locations it has already referenced recently) and spatial locality (a processor's tendency to reference a small region of address space in the neighborhood of the previous reference at any time).
We found that temporal locality is limited in large networks, particularly those with large cliques. The important working sets are proportional to the sizes of the clique potentials arrays and inversely proportional to the number of processors. (The size of the worldng sets indicates the size of the cache at which the cache miss rate drops significantly.) For the TL8 and MC8 nletworks, for example, the working set was approximately 128 Kbytes with 16 processors (the size of the clique potentials array divided by the number of processors), (and these are small networks. Because the working set shrinks as you add processors, temporal locality is typically better on a multiprocessor.
We analyzed spatial data locality by measuring the dependence of the miss rate components (capacity, cold, true sharing, and false sharing) on cache-line size. The results show that all components except false sharing decrease greatly as the cache lines grow. Also, false sharing is insignificant compared with other sources of misses up to a line size of 256 bytes, even for the small networks. That is, given the array ordering we used, the parallel implementation has very good spatial locality for current cache-line sizes. The implication for memory system design is that caches are likely to be very useful for expensive networks only if they are quite large. Because working sets shrink with more processors, the application is better suited for large cache-line sizes, which are becoming more popular.
CPCS application
Although most large belief networks are proprietary (so we could not have published the results of using them), we were able to test the static and dynamic programs using the CPCS network, which is used for internal medicine diagnosis. 6 We ran the programs on the Challenge XL alone because the network required too much memory to run on the Dash.
This version of the CPCS network contains 422 binary nodes. The join tree has 332 cliques and uses 11,739,896 potentials. We needed 939 Mbytes to represent it. The network had a layered structure (close to that of TL8) with a root clique of 8,388,608 potentials (67 Mbytes). The static program yielded a speedup of 13 on the Challenge XL.
THE MOST VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION of our implementations and experiments is our discovery that simple parallel implementations can produce good speedups. This should give designers of decision-support systems the option to use belief networks. Organizing data structures and computation to exploit data locality is crucial for both uniprocessor and multiprocessor execution, and the data intensiveness of probabilistic inference makes it a good benchmark for memory and communication architectures.
Extensions of current implementations are possible. Recently researchers have proposed more advanced inference algorithms, such as SPI (Symbolic Probabilistic Inference)7 and algorithms based on CSI (Context Specific Independence),8 that exploit local structure of conditional probability tables to reduce computation time even on a uniprocessor for special-purpose networks. The computations in the new algorithms are somewhat unpredictable, even for in-clique parallelism, and might be less data intensive. Such computations can benefit from an extension of our static program to include dynamic work stealing. I
